Any company – manufacturer, distributor, freight forwarder, warehouse, terminal, 3rd-party logistics service provider (3PL) – listed as the shipper on the shipping documents for hazardous materials is subject to government regulations and may be responsible for providing an emergency contact number.

Registering for CHEMTREC’s emergency response information service gives you the right to use the CHEMTREC emergency phone number(s) – or any number directed to CHEMTREC’s call center – on shipping documents, Safety Data Sheets and hazard communication labels, inside and outside of your zone.

**Outside Zone:**
CHEMTREC offers tailored services to help you meet both the local and international shipping regulations. CHEMTREC has classified the globe into 10 zones based on geographical similarities. Outside Zone Coverage makes sense for your company if all shipments originate from countries in the same zone, but they are delivered to countries outside of that initial zone. This service option also includes Inside Zone Coverage when you ship to countries inside your primary zone.

**Features & Benefits**

- Covers all shipments inside and outside your zone
- Provides 24/7 support by trained Emergency Service Specialists
- Compliance with domestic and international transportation regulations
- Interpretation services for 240+ languages
- Notification of all incidents involving shipments inside and outside your zone
- Unlimited Safety Data Sheets (SDS) storage for your company
- Access to REGTREC, CHEMTREC’s regulatory information service